Analysis of membrane-localized binding kinetics with FRAP.
Interactions between plasma membrane-associated proteins on interacting cells are critical for many important biological processes. Few experimental techniques, however, can accurately determine the association and the dissociation rates between such interacting pairs when the two molecules diffuse on apposing membranes or lipid bilayers. In this study, we give a theoretical description of how and when fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments can be used to quantify these reaction rates. We analyze the effect of binding on FRAP recovery curves with a reaction-diffusion model and systematically identify different regimes in the parameter space of the association and the dissociation constants for which the full model simplifies into equivalent one-parameter models. Based on this analysis, we propose an experimental protocol that may be used to identify the kinetic parameters of binding in the appropriate parameter regime. We present simulated experiments illustrating our protocol and lay down guidelines for parameter estimation.